
Virtual SIT Meeting Minutes 
Date 5/27/2020 

 
In attendance:  

Staff - S.Gaillard, T.Fullerwinder, R. Seeber, K.Ashton, N.Vogel, L.Jacobo, B.Protokowicz, W.Peoples, 
C.Seivers, A.Cooper, J.Fernbach, A.Woods, A.Hawkins, Y.Leab,  

Parent Representatives - Courtney Gibson, Natasha Smith 
 
Other Business: 

1. By Law Discussion 
a. Parent Representative nomination/election process 

i. Must have children enrolled at the school to serve 
ii. Cannot be an employee 
iii. Nomination and election process through PTA 

b. Discussion- Per Ms. Smith, by-laws need to be changed because joining PTA is not easy to do. 
She is concerned about the lack of involvement in PTA and that will not help in getting PTA 
representatives. Suggestion was made to recruit for PTA. Currently, there is no timeline for 
elections. Suggesting a temporary by-law in place and adjust it as we go. We will send a 
request to parents as a whole and nominate. Then let them vote. Therefore, it will not go 
through PTA because of a small PTA. Mrs. Gibson is ok with not going through PTA and having 
a general parent nomination. Mrs. Fullerwinder suggested continuing with current by-laws and 
at title 1/PTA first meeting of the school year parents can take a vote and nominate. Mrs. Vogel 
suggested going about PTA involvement in a different way. We will look at new, innovative ways 
to reach out to parents. Suggesting current reps continue through next year.  

c. Action-We will keep current SIT reps through next year. Then at the first title 1/PTA meeting we 
will discuss and nominate new parent reps.  

d. Motion made by Seeber,  second made by Fernbach, all in favor.  
e. Secretary position 

i. Elect every May for a one year term 
ii. Serve as representative of their respective group during their time as secretary 

No further discussion of this topic happened at this meeting or any decisions.  
2. Representative Vote 

a. Kindergarten nominations: C.Seivers and S.Moyer 
b. 4th nominations: N.Vogel and J.Benton 
c. Classified Employee: S.Hannah and A.Potter 
d. Action- We will use the google form Seeber sent out and vote for representatives.  

3. SIP Update 
a. Start year with assess and evaluate all indicators 
b. A3.02: Instructional Teams track and maintain records of student learning data to 

determine progress toward meeting goals as indicated in students' IEPs. 
c. Discussion- We need to assess where we are at with this indicator. There is a google 

form for everyone to use to share what they think about this indicator. Mr. Gaillard wants 
to create a small task force including EC representation to focus on this. He suggested 
possibly getting district help.  

d. Action-Seeber will set up this task force. Cooper will share her thoughts on this 
indicator. This team can create and do the root cause analysis.  

 



4. SIT Summer Plan 
a. Mr. Gaillard shared- Originally 2 gatherings were to be held- one with school district and one 

with the school for a retreat. However, these plans are on hold because of covid restrictions. 
Moving forward, we will be working with UNCG serve. They are planning to do some follow up 
with the Moore Magnet Leadership Team. There has been a lot of red tape, but it has been 
finalized. He will be speaking with Diana Bowmen and will have some dates and times to meet 
with them virtually.  

 
 

Meeting Adjourned: 
Motion to adjourn the meeting made by __Gaillard_____. Second to the motion made by 

_Fernbach______. 
___All_____ in favor.  Motion approved and the meeting was adjourned at _9:45am______. 

 
Next Meeting: 

Date 


